Birthday Party Event Contract
This BIRTHDAY reservation form must be submitted along with your payment. Your reservation
in not complete until the payment is made and this reservation form is completed and received
by YOUNG MAKERS LAB.

INITIAL EACH BOX

o BIRTHDAY PARTY: This reservation is for a birthday party. In the next section you will be
asked to identify which type of party you are choosing. Prices vary for each party, and some
details are spelled out in the next section.

oPARTICIPANTS: Participants in the birthday party are defined as those who occupy the space

and generally are participating in the party event (playing Minecraft, building, etc.) The birthday
child(ren) are considered participants. Our base prices include the first 10 participants.
Additional costs are associated with additional participants.

oSPECTATORS: We allow spectators to stay and interact with partygoers. In a Minecraft party, if
“spectators” join the game and occupy a computer they are considered participants and the host
will be charged as such. In a “Build Party” if parents build WITH participants they are not
considered participants, but if they build their on their own, then hosts will be charged for that
additional spectator turned participant.

oARRIVAL TIME: We allow the host family to arrive 20 minutes prior to the start time of the
party. Please do not arrive earlier than 20 minutes prior. If you feel you need more time,
please communicate with YML at least 24 hours prior to the event.

oFOOD: YML can provide Pizza for the participants – base price includes 3 large cheese pizzas. If

you care to bring food from the outside (cake not included) there will be a $30 surcharge. (Details
on page 2)

oCAKE: Hosts are responsible for providing their own cake. YML will provide paper goods, or you
are welcome to bring your own.

oPAYMENT: The base price of the party is due as soon as the reservation is made. We cannot

hold a date without this payment. Base price is $265. Note: Base price is also contingent on the
party type and food options. (see page 2 for more details.)

oBALANCE DUE ON DAY OF EVENT: The remaining balance for the party is due on the day
of the event. This includes the cost of additional participants, party extras, etc.

oGRATUITIES: Our party hosts and hostesses are focused on creating an epic party for your kids.
Many parents ask us what is appropriate to tip them when they do an exceptional job. We suggest
10-20% of the party total to be split among the hosts. Please feel free to tip if you think you
received exceptional service.

oDECORATIONS: We provide decorations, including latex balloons and streamers. Many of our
guests like to bring some of their own decorations, and we do allow that. Please communicate
with YML to let them know if you are planning to bring your own decorations.

oSET-UP/CLEAN-UP: We complete set-up and clean-up for you. We want your family to enjoy
the day without worrying about details such as that.
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BIRTHDAY PARTY EVENT CONTRACT
PARTY PARTICULARS
MINECRAFT PARTY: YML will have two servers set up for participants to explore when they arrive. One

server will be set up in survival mode, the other in creative. (Ask your birthday child if you don’t know what those
are.) At somewhere around the 30 to 45 minute mark from the start of the party, we will break for food (assuming
food is part of the party.) After food, YML hosts will provide a “challenge” for the participants in Minecraft. Often our
challenges involve building and they always involve working together. We have several challenges that we can present
to the birthday child to allow them to choose one that they like. Participants can choose the challenge or can continue
to continue to work in one of our other servers.

BUILD PARTY:

YML can offer build challenges such as “car” building, “egg drop” challenge, and much more.
Please speak with a YML employee for details. The cost of the party includes all the materials for building. Food and
cake breaks are similar in timing to our Minecraft Party.

LEGO ROBOTICS PARTY: YML will build one basic EV3 Lego Robot for each participant. The participants will
be given instruction on how to make the robots sensors and motors operate, and how to program the robot. They then
will be given mini-challenges to test their programming skills. The party will end with a Robot Sumo Challenge. We do
not normally make the Sumo Challenge a “competition” in the true sense of the word. We want EVERYONE to have fun
and sometimes the “competition” creates unhappiness. Food and cake breaks are similar in timing to our Minecraft
Party.

PARTY TYPE: (Check one) – Note: these prices are for up to 10 participants.

o
o
o

MINECRAFT - $265.00
BUILD PARTY - $395.00
LEGO ROBOTICS - $460.00

FOOD REQUEST: (Check one)

o
o
o

YML is providing pizza for us – 3 large cheese (add $50)
We are bringing our own food (add $30)
We are NOT having food (no additional charge)

Note: YML does
not supply cake,
but we do supply
plates, napkins
and tableware.

PRINT AND SIGN THIS RESERVATION FORM: After reading the agreement in its entirety, please print and
sign it. Your signature below indicates that you have read, understand, and agree to abide by all of the
conditions herein.
PRINT PARENT NAME: ____________________________________________________________________________
SIGNATURE: ____________________________________________________________ DATE: ____________________
BIRTHDAY CHILD’S NAME: ________________________________________________________________________
PARTY DATE REQUESTED: ______________________________ TIME REQUESTED: ___________________

YML Mailing Address:
Young Makers Lab
5455 N. Federal Highway, Suite I
Boca Raton, FL 33487
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